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a b s t r a c t
V1 is a canonical cortical area with clearly delineated architectonic boundaries and a continuous topographic representation of the visual hemiﬁeld. It thus serves as a touchstone for understanding what new mapping methods
can tell us about cortical organization. By parcellating human cortex using local gradients in functional connectivity, Wig et al. (2014–in this issue) detected the V1 border with V2. By contrast, previously-published clustering
methods that focus on global similarity in connectivity reveal a supra-areal organization that emphasizes eccentricity bands spanning V1 and its neighboring extrastriate areas; i.e. in the latter analysis, the V1 border is not evident. Thus the focus on local connectivity gradients emphasizes qualitatively different features of cortical
organization than are captured by global similarity measures. What is intriguing to consider is that each kind
of information might be telling us something unique about cortical organization. Global similarity measures
may be detecting map clusters and other supra-areal arrangements that reﬂect a fundamental level of
organization.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Early anatomists including Alfred Walter Campbell (1905) and
Brodmann (1909/2006) parcellated regions of the cerebral cortex based
on architectonic differences setting the stage for the modern concept of
a brain area. Some architectonic transitions are abrupt such as between
V1 and its surrounding region, including V1's dense layer IV known as
the line of Gennari. Other transitions are gradual leading to ambiguities
in area deﬁnition and even debate about whether all cortical zones possess well-deﬁned areas with clear histological boundaries (Lashley and
Clark, 1946; see Amunts and Zilles, 2012 for interesting discussion).
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Incorporating information from anatomic connectivity, topographic organization, and neuronal response properties led to clear evidence that
certain zones behave as sharply deﬁned cortical areas (e.g., Kaas, 1987).
Primary visual cortex, V1, is an iconic example of a well-deﬁned brain
area. In addition to separation from V2 based on histological criteria, V1
also possesses a distinct connectivity pattern (Felleman and Van Essen,
1991; Markov et al., 2014), characteristic response properties (Hubel
and Wiesel, 1968; Livingstone and Hubel, 1984; see Sincich and Horton,
2005 for review), and a reversal in the visual ﬁeld map of polar angles
at its borders (Allman and Kaas, 1971; Cragg and Ainsworth, 1969;
Gattass et al., 1981; Van Essen and Zeki, 1978). The reversal in the
retinotopic map at the vertical meridian is the basis for using stimulusbased functional neuroimaging methods to deﬁne V1 (Engel et al.,
1997; Sereno et al., 1995; see Wandell and Winawer, 2011 for review)
and provides gradient information that allows resting-state correlations
to map visual areal borders.
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Fig. 1. Angular and eccentricity maps of early visual cortex. The visual hemiﬁeld is mapped onto the cortical surface separately for polar angle and eccentricity. Each high-resolution map is
from a ﬂattened patch of the same subject's occipital cortex. The two representations show distinct relations between contiguous visual areas. (A) The polar angle map. The circular color
scale shows the polar angle that most effectively drives each cortical location. Polar angle is mapped by displaying a wedge circularly rotating around the visual ﬁeld like the hand of a clock
(see Movie 1 http://www.jneurosci.org/content/suppl/2009/07/15/29.28.9050.DC1/Movie_S1.mov). The color scale spans the complete left hemiﬁeld from yellow representing the lower
vertical meridian to blue representing the upper vertical meridian. (B) The eccentricity map. The circular color scale shows the eccentricity that most effectively drives each cortical location. Eccentricity is mapped by displaying an expanding circle that starts near the center of foveal vision and grows larger and larger like the rings of a bullseye (see Movie 2 http://www.
jneurosci.org/content/suppl/2009/07/15/29.28.9050.DC1/Movie_S2.mov). Red and yellow depict the central 0.20°. The outer blue bands are approximately 3°. In each map, vertical meridians are marked with continuous dark lines. The V2/V3 horizontal meridian borders are marked with dotted dark lines. The conﬁdence intervals surrounding the lines are depicted in
white. V1, V2d (dorsal), V2v (ventral), V3d, and V3v are labeled. Reprinted with permission from Schira et al. (2009).

The primary visual ﬁeld map
The primary visual area, V1, possesses a complete, continuous map
of the visual hemiﬁeld (Daniel and Whittteridge, 1961; Talbot and
Marshall, 1941). The map is considered a ﬁrst-order transformation of
the visual input because nearby regions of the visual hemiﬁeld are always adjacent to each other in the cortical map. Neighboring visual
area V2 forms a crescent around V1. The retinotopic representation in
V2 is subdivided along the horizontal meridian, so that adjacent visual
ﬁeld locations are split into separate lower and upper quarter-ﬁeld representations (Gattass et al., 1981; Van Essen and Zeki, 1978). This split
makes V2 a second-order map because a ﬁeld discontinuity is induced
beyond that observed in the primary map V1.1 The representation of
polar angle reverses between V1 and V2 such that the border shares a
representation of the vertical meridian, but then each map progresses
its angular representation in opposite directions (Fig. 1 Left). By contrast, along the entire extent of the V1/V2 border similar eccentricities
are mapped forming eccentricity bands that radiate outward from the
foveal representation (Fig. 1 Right). The border between V1 and V2
can be identiﬁed by mapping the reversal in the representation of
polar angle at the vertical meridian.
Given this background, it is easy to appreciate the major advance
that Wig et al. (2014–in this issue) made in using resting-state

1
The visual map of V1 is divided across the hemispheres but that division begins at the
organization of the retina and is carried to the cortex by the thalamocortical inputs. V1
represents a complete ﬁrst-order topographic representation of the visual hemiﬁeld. By
contrast, V2 is a second-order representation because it forms a discontinuity that additionally splits the upper and lower visual ﬁelds into quarter-quadrants. This secondorder representation arises for the ﬁrst time in V2. Rosa (2002) provides an excellent spatial diagram of the relationships between ﬁrst-order and second-order maps in early visual
cortex. The essential point here is that V1 has a continuous map of the portion of visual
space it represents while V2 forms a split map that wraps around V1 preserving its relationship to V1 but not the continuity of the visual ﬁeld.

functional connectivity to map the V1 areal border. By extending the
boundary mapping approach initially proposed by Cohen et al. (2008),
Wig et al. were able to map the border between V1 and V2 (see their
Fig. 5). On the one hand, the organization of V1 and the angular map
reversal that deﬁnes V2 suggest that the V1 border should be readily
identiﬁable. Thus, their results might not come as a surprise. On
the other hand, numerous analysis approaches that have explored
functional connectivity patterns emphasizing global similarity in
connectivity ﬁngerprints, including our own work, were blind to this
well accepted feature of cortical organization (e.g., Power et al., 2011;
Yeo et al., 2011). Exploring how boundary detection identiﬁes the V1
border and why other methods fail is useful to understand how differences in analysis approaches identify distinct features of cortical
organization.
The essential distinction between local dissimilarity and global similarity
At the core of the issue is the difference between exploring cortical organization based on local dissimilarity versus global similarity in connectivity patterns. The boundary detection approach of Petersen and
colleagues (Cohen et al., 2008; Wig et al., 2014–in this issue) is optimized
to detect local transitions or gradients in functional connectivity — places
where connectivity patterns change. As they are typically applied, clustering methods (and community detection methods) identify regions of
cortex that share similarity in connectivity proﬁles that are distinct
from other proﬁles. Similarity is deﬁned in relation to global patterns
across the brain such that regions are grouped together to maximize
their similarity to each other as compared to alternative conﬁgurations.
Information about local transitions is not considered. As Wig et al.
(2014–in this issue) point out, the “focus on maximizing global separation may come at a cost of more local distinctions.” In some locations,
boundary detection and clustering approaches will converge, such as
where regions with one similarity proﬁle abut regions with a distinct similarity proﬁle. However in other instances, such as early retinotopic visual
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Fig. 2. Local spatial gradients and global correlation reveal distinct features of early visual cortex. Resting-state functional connectivity patterns are plotted in two ways to illustrate distinct
features of the correlational structure. In both instances, the exact same data are used from 1000 subjects acquired while subjects rest with their eyes open (Yeo et al., 2011). (A) Highlighting
changes in functional connectivity, the spatial gradient of functional connectivity is mapped for visual cortex and overlaid on the V1/V2 architectonic borders. (B) Highlighting global similarity in functional connectivity, the raw correlation for a single seed region placed in peripheral V1 is displayed. The contrast between the two maps illustrates distinct features that boundary mapping and clustering preferentially detect. Boundary mapping is most sensitive to the kind of gradient depicted on the left while clustering is most sensitive to the spatial similarity
across space depicted on the right. Speciﬁcally, the spatial gradient map displays peak values along the V1/V2 border. In contrast, the peripheral V1 seed region exhibits a supra-areal pattern
of correlation spanning V1, V2, and V3. The peripheral V1 seed region is only weakly correlated with central V1 but is strongly correlated to regions of V2 and V3 with similar eccentricity.
Quantiﬁcation of this effect can be found in Yeo et al. (2011) Figs. 17 and 18. The gradient map was deﬁned as in Cohen et al. (2008) with the spatial gradient computed via minimally metricdistorted spherical representation as in Yeo et al. (2010). The boundary maps presented in Wig et al. (in this issue) are processed considerably more than the raw gradient maps illustrated
here. Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates of the V1 peripheral seed region are −16, −74, and 7. V1/V2 architectonic borders were derived from Fischl et al. (2008).

cortex, the two methods diverge.2 Early visual cortex is thus an illustrative case to understand how emphasis on local dissimilarity versus global
similarity uncovers distinct features of cortical organization.
Fig. 1 displays retinotopic cortex mapped from high resolution
stimulus-based functional MRI (adapted from Schira et al., 2009).
Maps of both polar angle and eccentricity are plotted. The black lines
show borders between areas. V2 forms a crescent wrapped around V1
on the ﬂattened cortical surface divided into V2d (dorsal) and V2v (ventral). What is striking across the maps is the distinct relationship between V1 and the surrounding areas based on whether polar angle is
examined versus eccentricity. Polar angle reveals an abrupt transition
throughout the border of V1/V2, corresponding to the shared representation of the vertical meridian. By contrast, the representation of visual
ﬁeld eccentricity reveals a region of high similarity at the foveal representation of V1/V2/V3. Eccentricity gradients smoothly radiate outward
from the foveal representation with similar eccentricities mapped near
to one another across a V1/V2/V3 supra-areal map.3
2
Clustering techniques may be able to detect the V1/V2 border if just the right spatial
resolution was obtained and just the right weighting of local versus distant connectivity
was imposed. However, as typically applied clustering methods optimize global similarity
of the included regions and maximize the dissimilarity to other regions. In practice it is not
simply that clustering techniques miss certain boundaries, but rather that they also cluster
broad regions together that cut through borders identiﬁed by boundary mapping. For example, Yeo et al. (2011) ﬁnd a network cluster with a boundary that splits V1/V2/V3 perpendicular to the V1/V2 border (see Wig et al., in this issue Fig. 7). A central issue is to
understand the distinct features of cortical organization that the two approaches detect.
3
We are using the deﬁnition of a brain area advanced by Kaas (1987). Areas are deﬁned
based on multiple criteria including architectonic, connectivity, response property, and topographic differences from neighboring cortical territories. By supra-areal map we refer to
organizational properties that extend across the borders of multiple architectonicallydistinct brain areas (see Wandell et al., 2005 for further discussion).

These distinct features of polar angle and eccentricity are detected to
differing extents by the different functional connectivity analysis approaches. The boundary detection method applied in Wig et al. (2014–
in this issue) identiﬁes the reversal of polar angle representation.4 The
clustering approach of Yeo et al. (2011) identiﬁes the regions of similar
eccentricity that span areas. Clustering approaches are less sensitive to
the V1/V2 border because the border is assigned based on local dissimilarity. By contrast, the boundary method is minimally sensitive to the
gradual change across the eccentricity gradient, which is detected by
global similarity measures (see Fig. 15 of Yeo et al., 2011). For these reasons, it is interesting to consider what these distinct features might be
telling us about cortical organization.
Implications for mapping cortical areas, map clusters,
and association networks
Wig et al. (2014–in this issue) demonstrate that resting-state correlations include information about the location of the V1/V2 border. In
addition to revealing the boundary using a gradient mapping technique,
they also conducted an intuitive analysis to illustrate the correlation
structure underlying the detected border (see Fig. 5 Wig et al., 2014–
in this issue). They subtracted the correlation for a seed region placed
in ventral V2 from a seed region placed in a similar map position of
V1. What emerged is a region that follows the contour of the V1/V2
4
It is unclear whether the reversal of the polar angle is the only contributor to the gradient discontinuity detected by the boundary method at the V1/V2 border. Differences in
connectivity between V1 and V2 from distant regions of cortex would also accentuate the
gradient discontinuity. Other factors, including variation in cortical curvature, might also
cause measurement variation that is difﬁcult to disentangle from connectivity changes.
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border. A similar seed region correlation map can illustrate the distinct
information captured by clustering approaches. In Fig. 2 (right) the correlation structure for a small seed region placed in the periphery of V1
reveals a supra-areal region of correlation that spans multiple visual
areas. The clustering analysis of Yeo et al. (2011) divided the peripheral
from central representations of V1/V2/V3 without separation of V1 from
V2 (see Fig. 15 Yeo et al., 2011). The clustering analysis was approximately capturing the correlation structure revealed by the seed region
placed in V1 in Fig. 2. One might be tempted to dismiss this supraareal correlation pattern as an incomplete representation of visual cortex organization since it does not ﬁnd the local transition at the V1/
V2d border. However, we suspect that the supra-areal correlation structure may be revealing an important feature of cortical organization that
is not captured by analysis of local areal boundaries. To appreciate this
perspective it is necessary to revisit the concept of a brain area.
The concept of a brain area captures many features of cortical organization. V1 is a canonical brain area. It possesses well-deﬁned architectonic properties, a complete ﬁrst-order map of the visual hemiﬁeld, and
a distinct connectivity proﬁle. However, in focusing on the features that
deﬁne V1 as a distinct cortical area, a broader organizational arrangement across areas is lost that is emphasized by the eccentricity map.
The eccentricity map in Fig. 1 (right) illustrates an organization centered on V1 that radiates outward as a coherent V1/V2/V3 cluster. The
maps are aligned in a manner that minimizes distances between columns responding to portions of the retinal space. That is, columns
with similar response properties tend to map near to one another across
the cortical surface. As Wandell et al. (2005) note “Perhaps the only way
to bring the various maps into closer alignment would be to do away
with the distinct maps altogether and merge the cell mosaics in these
three maps into a single map.” Wandell et al. referred to these convergences as “map clusters” and considered the possibility that they represent a coarse scale by which multiple nearby maps are organized. One
possibility is that map clusters allow computationally coherent modules
to form that juxtapose multiple areas into some form of a larger processing unit. Beyond the V1/V2/V3 cluster, additional candidate map clusters are located near the human homologue of the middle temporal
(MT) visual area, V3A/V3B, the ventral occipital (VO) complex, and
the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (Wandell et al., 2007)(Fig. 3).
In an independent exploration of supra-areal organization based on
comparative monkey anatomy, Rosa (2002) also noted map clusters for
V1/V2/V3 and MT/MTc. He hypothesized that the supra-areal organization forms because ﬁrst-order maps like V1 and MT seed the organization of the adjacent maps during early stages of cortical development
(see also Bourne and Rosa, 2006; Mashiko et al., 2012; Rosa and
Tweedale, 2005). In the adult these developmental constraints are manifested as map clusters that possess radiations of similarly responding
columns that span classical areal boundaries (Fig. 4). By this view, the
supra-areal map clusters reﬂect key organizing anchors that constrain
the topography of the interposed cortical areas during development.
Clustering approaches may be detecting these features of supraareal organization because the approaches are highly sensitive to global
similarity. Map clusters, by deﬁnition, are regions that show maximal
similarity across a range of continuous cortical space. Note that it is
not simply the case that the global correlation structure is subdivided
by local gradient transitions detected by boundary mapping techniques.
Rather, a major feature of the correlational structure of early visual cortex is eccentricity bands that radiate outwards from V1 into adjacent
cortical areas. The eccentricity bands are approximately perpendicular
to the areal borders within the same map cluster.5

5
Another place where clusters form boundaries that are roughly perpendicular to
known architectonic areas is somatomotor cortex. Cluster-based approaches group separate somatosensory and motor areas together, but divide the areas into supra-areal clusters along the face to body representation discontinuity. For discussion see Yeo et al.
(2011).
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Fig. 3. Map clusters. Empirical data and a schematic illustrate multiple map clusters that
are present in human visual cortex. The display is similar to that depicted for polar angle
in Fig. 1 but spans a larger portion of posterior cortex extending into the parietal and
temporal lobes. (A) Eccentricity maps spanning 0°–11° on a ﬂattened patch of cortex
for a single subject. Dotted lines depict clusters that each includes multiple ﬁeld maps labeled by their estimated cortical area or region. hMT is the human homologue of MT;
IPS = intra parietal sulcus; and VO = ventral occipital. The circular color scale shows
the eccentricity that most effectively drives each cortical location. (B) A schematic diagram
of the organization of eccentricity representation reveals ﬁve distinct map clusters. Each
map cluster, depicted by a concentric colored circle, contains multiple ﬁeld maps. For example the largest cluster includes V1, V2, V3, and hV4 as depicted in Fig. 1. Reprinted with
permission from Wandell et al. (2007).

The discussion of these ideas becomes central as the organization of
higher-order association regions is considered. The default assumption
is that association cortex possesses a mosaic of well-deﬁned cortical
areas (Kaas, 1987). But association cortex differs from sensory cortex
in several ways that may be important. First, association cortex has
disproportionately expanded in evolution and may not be speciﬁed to
the same degree by strong molecular gradients during development
(see Buckner and Krienen, 2013). Second, association cortex is more
variable across individuals than sensory cortex (Mueller et al., 2013),
a feature that may reﬂect its protracted development. And ﬁnally, association cortex participates in widely distributed networks that contrast
to the locally-coupled networks characteristic of sensory systems
(Goldman-Rakic, 1988). In this regard, while we assume some form of
molecularly-constrained protomap seeds the developing organization
of association cortex, it is unclear whether there are equivalent ﬁrst-
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Fig. 4. Supra-areal organization. Marmoset visual areas are displayed on a ﬂattened cortical surface to illustrate a supra-areal organization. The ﬂattened patch of cortex includes a portion
of the occipital and temporal lobes. (A) The inset depicts the region being ﬂattened. (B) Supra-areal organization. V1, which possesses a complete and continuous visual ﬁeld map, is drawn
at the left edge. V1 is cut and ﬂattened along the horizontal meridian. The lines demarcate the borders of individual areas. The shading illustrates the organization of eccentricity mapping
as shown in the hemiﬁeld reference. The darkest region represents the fovea (degree eccentricity noted by labels). The foveal representations of V1, V2, and V3 are aligned with eccentricity
bands radiating outwards from V1 through the multiple visual areas. MT also possesses a complete and continuous visual ﬁeld map with MTc displaying a radiation outward from the MT
eccentricity map. Reprinted with permission from Rosa (2002).

order maps like V1 and MT to serve as strong spatially-constrained anchors (Buckner and Krienen, 2013).
When exploring association zones using their boundary mapping
technique, Wig et al. (2014–in this issue) found that large-scale networks commonly observed by resting-state functional connectivity
analyses can be subdivided into multiple candidate areas. For example,
they discovered that the frontoparietal control network includes at least
four candidate prefrontal areas revealed by three transitional borders
(see Fig. 7 Wig et al., 2014–in this issue). This observation reﬂects
novel information that has not emerged from clustering or community
detection approaches.
However, characterizing the abrupt transitional boundaries as
subdividing the larger networks assumes that the large-scale networks

are groups of areas. This may be the case in many instances and perhaps often so when large network clusters are considered (e.g., the
frontoparietal control network). Analysis of the V1/V2/V3 map cluster above raises an alternative possibility. Just as clustering approaches detect a reﬂection of the supra-areal organization across
the V1/V2/V3 map cluster, they may also detect cortical alignments
across distributed association regions that do not follow classical
areal boundaries. The large-scale networks commonly observed in
the functional connectivity literature may reﬂect spatially fractured
clusters. It is unclear what such an organization might represent but
it is fascinating to consider the possibility that multiple levels of
cortical organization have been revealed by distinct approaches to
cortical mapping.
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